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This is Lady Gaga, a famous American Singer. Her real name is Stefani Joanne Angelica Germanotta. She is 25
years old. Her birthday is on 28th March. Her mum and dad are Italian but they live in New York. She has a sister
called Natali.

She’s pretty. She has straight black hair, br/own eyes and a long nose. Her favorite color is light

purple. Her favorite food is spaghetti. She likes very much the pop star Madonna. Lady Gaga can play the piano
very well.

Lea y responda la siguiente pregunta.

How old is she?

 

24 years old

13 years old

25 years old
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No matter what you may think and contrary to popular belief, pasta is not an Italian invention, but a Chinese one.
It is said that Marco Polo, the explorer, learned the recipe for pasta from the Chinese and br/ought it to Italy.
Nowadays, pasta is the most important food in Italy. It is served as a starter to every meal. It is not only popular in
Italy but also in other countries where it is served with different sauces. There are so many that even the most
demanding eaters are sure to find something they like.

19. According to the context, the underlined word starter means.

Someone who begins something.

Sweet food eaten at the end of a meal.

Something that begins an activity.

Food served as the first part of a meal.
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No matter what you may think and contrary to popular belief, pasta is not an Italian invention, but a Chinese one.
It is said that Marco Polo, the explorer, learned the recipe for pasta from the Chinese and br/ought it to Italy.
Nowadays, pasta is the most important food in Italy. It is served as a starter to every meal. It is not only popular in
Italy but also in other countries where it is served with different sauces. There are so many that even the most
demanding eaters are sure to find something they like.

The intention of the first paragraph of the text is:

To correct the idea people have about the origin of pasta.

To explain how people all over the world eat pasta.

To compare different types of sauces used with pasta

To support the traditional concept we have about pasta
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No matter what you may think and contrary to popular belief, pasta is not an Italian invention, but a Chinese one.
It is said that Marco Polo, the explorer, learned the recipe for pasta from the Chinese and br/ought it to Italy.
Nowadays, pasta is the most important food in Italy. It is served as a starter to every meal. It is not only popular in
Italy but also in other countries where it is served with different sauces. There are so many that even the most
demanding eaters are sure to find something they like.

The text suggests that thanks to:

Marco Polo, the Chinese know how to sell pasta.

China, people know how to cook pasta

Marco Polo, the Italians know how to make pasta.
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No matter what you may think and contrary to popular belief, pasta is not an Italian invention, but a Chinese one.
It is said that Marco Polo, the explorer, learned the recipe for pasta from the Chinese and br/ought it to Italy.
Nowadays, pasta is the most important food in Italy. It is served as a starter to every meal. It is not only popular in
Italy but also in other countries where it is served with different sauces. There are so many that even the most
demanding eaters are sure to find something they like.

What is a pasta?

It is the chinese´s invention.

it''s polo´s invention.

It isn´t an Italian invention.
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No matter what you may think and contrary to popular belief, pasta is not an Italian invention, but a Chinese one.
It is said that Marco Polo, the explorer, learned the recipe for pasta from the Chinese and br/ought it to Italy.
Nowadays, pasta is the most important food in Italy. It is served as a starter to every meal. It is not only popular in
Italy but also in other countries where it is served with different sauces. There are so many that even the most
demanding eaters are sure to find something they like.

Responde segun el texto.

Where is popular the pasta?

Only in Italy

In chinese and other countries

in other countries and Italia
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This is Lady Gaga, a famous American Singer. Her real name is Stefani Joanne Angelica Germanotta. She is 25
years old. Her birthday is on 28th March. Her mum and dad are Italian but they live in New York. She has a sister
called Natali.

She’s pretty. She has straight black hair, br/own eyes and a long nose. Her favorite color is light

purple. Her favorite food is spaghetti. She likes very much the pop

star Madonna. Lady Gaga can play the piano very well.

Lea y responda la siguiente pregunta.

What instrument does Lady play?

Guitar and piano

Piano

Trumpet
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This is Lady Gaga, a famous American Singer. Her real name is Stefani Joanne Angelica Germanotta. She is 25
years old. Her birthday is on 28th March. Her mum and dad are Italian but they live in New York. She has a sister
called Natali.

She’s pretty. She has straight black hair, br/own eyes and a long nose. Her favorite color is light

purple. Her favorite food is spaghetti. She likes very much the pop

star Madonna. Lady Gaga can play the piano very well.

Lea  texto y responda la siguiente pregunta.

 Where are her parents?

 She is from Italian

They are from Italian

He is from Italian
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 Sam’s daily routing

My name is Sam. I am eleven years old and live in Sydney, Australia. I usually wake up at 6 in the morning. First
of all, I wash my face and br/ush my teeth. After that, I put my clothes on then eat cornflakes with cold milk for
br/eakfast. Next, I carry my bag and go to school. I always start school at 8 in the morning and then have a lunch
br/eak and talk to my friends. Next, I finish school around 3 in the afternoon then I wait for the school bus.
Furthermore, I arrive at home at 3:30 and have some rest. Finally, I usually do my homework, have my milk, and
go to bed at 9pm.

Lee el texto y responde correctamentente.

What other name can you write for this text?

 Sam’s aperiodic day

 Sam’s ordinary day

Sam’s uncommon day
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Sam’s daily routing

My name is Sam. I am eleven years old and live in Sydney, Australia. I usually wake up at 6 in the morning. First
of all, I wash my face and br/ush my teeth. After that, I put my clothes on then eat cornflakes with cold milk for
br/eakfast. Next, I carry my bag and go to school. I always start school at 8 in the morning and then have a lunch
br/eak and talk to my friends. Next, I finish school around 3 in the afternoon then I wait for the school bus.
Furthermore, I arrive at home at 3:30 and have some rest. Finally, I usually do my homework, have my milk, and
go to bed at 9pm.

Lee el texto y responde correctamentente.

What time does Sam do the home work?

 From 3:30 to 5:00

 From 5:30 to 7:00

 From 7:30 to 8:00
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Sam’s daily routing

My name is Sam. I am eleven years old and live in Sydney, Australia. I usually wake up at 6 in the morning. First
of all, I wash my face and br/ush my teeth. After that, I put my clothes on then eat cornflakes with cold milk for
br/eakfast. Next, I carry my bag and go to school. I always start school at 8 in the morning and then have a lunch
br/eak and talk to my friends. Next, I finish school around 3 in the afternoon then I wait for the school bus.
Furthermore, I arrive at home at 3:30 and have some rest. Finally, I usually do my homework, have my milk, and
go to bed at 9pm.

Lee el texto y responde correctamentente.

How many hours does Sam stay at the school?

Five hours

sevent hours

 Six hours
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Sam’s daily routing

My name is Sam. I am eleven years old and live in Sydney, Australia. I usually wake up at 6 in the morning. First
of all, I wash my face and br/ush my teeth. After that, I put my clothes on then eat cornflakes with cold milk for
br/eakfast. Next, I carry my bag and go to school. I always start school at 8 in the morning and then have a lunch
br/eak and talk to my friends. Next, I finish school around 3 in the afternoon then I wait for the school bus.
Furthermore, I arrive at home at 3:30 and have some rest. Finally, I usually do my homework, have my milk, and
go to bed at 9pm.

Lee el texto y responde correctamentente.

What is the Sam’s br/eakfast?

cornflakes with hot milk

cereals with cold milk

 corn with cold milk
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My family and I love to go to my grandparents’ farm, but when I arrive there, I really like to like some __A__ (Bus)
to have de opportunity to know new__B___(person) and even some new____C___ (student) My grandfather) My
grandfather often loses the_D_____ (key) of his truck and my grandmother loses her____E____ (glass).

Completa con la palabr/a correcta.

Espacio.  A.

bus

buses

bases
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My family and I love to go to my grandparents’ farm, but when I arrive there, I really like to like some __A__ (Bus)
to have de opportunity to know new__B___(person) and even some new____C___ (student) My grandfather) My
grandfather often loses the_D_____ (key) of his truck and my grandmother loses her____E____ (glass).

Completa con la palabr/a correcta.

Espacio. B.

parents

person

people
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My family and I love to go to my grandparents’ farm, but when I arrive there, I really like to like some __A__ (Bus)
to have de opportunity to know new__B___(person) and even some new____C___ (student) My grandfather) My
grandfather often loses the_D_____ (key) of his truck and my grandmother loses her____E____ (glass).

Completa con la palabr/a correcta.

Espacio. C.

pupils

students

crowed
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My family and I love to go to my grandparents’ farm, but when I arrive there, I really like to like some __A__ (Bus)
to have de opportunity to know new__B___(person) and even some new____C___ (student) My grandfather) My
grandfather often loses the_D_____ (key) of his truck and my grandmother loses her____E____ (glass).

Completa con la palabr/a correcta.

Espacio. D.

key

keis

keys
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My family and I love to go to my grandparents’ farm, but when I arrive there, I really like to like some __A__ (Bus)
to have de opportunity to know new__B___(person) and even some new____C___ (student) My grandfather) My
grandfather often loses the_D_____ (key) of his truck and my grandmother loses her____E____ (glass).

Completa con la palabr/a correcta.

Espacio. E.

glasses

glases

glasess
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That''s not exactly the lesson most people want students to be learning in high school, but it''s what 17-year-old
Alice Newhall, a senior in a top high school in northern Virginia, says she believes. There''s growing evidence
she''s not alone. A national survey by Rutgers'''' Management Education Center of 4,500 high school students
found that 75 percent of them engage in serious cheating. More than half have plagiarized work they found on
the Internet. Perhaps most disturbing, many of them don''t see anything wrong with cheating: Some 50 percent of
those responding to the survey said they don''t think copying questions and answers from a test is even cheating.

Newhall, a B student at George Mason High School, says students have very little sense of moral outrage about
cheating. For many, she says, the pressure to do well academically and compete for good colleges has made
cheating a way to survive high school. "What''s important getting ahead," says Newhall. "The better grades you
have, the better school you get into, the better you''re going to do in life. And if you learn to cut corners to do
that, you''re going to be saving yourself time and energy. In the real world, that''s what''s going to be going on.
The better you do, that''s what shows. It''s not how moral you were in getting there."

 Responda las siguente pregunta acorde con el texto.

 What is a bad lesson that students are learning?

To make decisions 

To cheat homework

To copy questions
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That''s not exactly the lesson most people want students to be learning in high school, but it''s what 17-year-old
Alice Newhall, a senior in a top high school in northern Virginia, says she believes. There''s growing evidence
she''s not alone. A national survey by Rutgers'''' Management Education Center of 4,500 high school students
found that 75 percent of them engage in serious cheating. More than half have plagiarized work they found on
the Internet. Perhaps most disturbing, many of them don''t see anything wrong with cheating: Some 50 percent of
those responding to the survey said they don''t think copying questions and answers from a test is even cheating.

Newhall, a B student at George Mason High School, says students have very little sense of moral outrage about
cheating. For many, she says, the pressure to do well academically and compete for good colleges has made
cheating a way to survive high school. "What''s important getting ahead," says Newhall. "The better grades you
have, the better school you get into, the better you''re going to do in life. And if you learn to cut corners to do
that, you''re going to be saving yourself time and energy. In the real world, that''s what''s going to be going on.
The better you do, that''s what shows. It''s not how moral you were in getting there."

Responda las siguente pregunta acorde con el texto.

How do the students see to do cheating?

They see it as a problem

They don’t anything wrong with cheating 

The better grades you have
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That''s not exactly the lesson most people want students to be learning in high school, but it''s what 17-year-old
Alice Newhall, a senior in a top high school in northern Virginia, says she believes. There''s growing evidence
she''s not alone. A national survey by Rutgers'''' Management Education Center of 4,500 high school students
found that 75 percent of them engage in serious cheating. More than half have plagiarized work they found on
the Internet. Perhaps most disturbing, many of them don''t see anything wrong with cheating: Some 50 percent of
those responding to the survey said they don''t think copying questions and answers from a test is even cheating.

Newhall, a B student at George Mason High School, says students have very little sense of moral outrage about
cheating. For many, she says, the pressure to do well academically and compete for good colleges has made
cheating a way to survive high school. "What''s important getting ahead," says Newhall. "The better grades you
have, the better school you get into, the better you''re going to do in life. And if you learn to cut corners to do
that, you''re going to be saving yourself time and energy. In the real world, that''s what''s going to be going on.
The better you do, that''s what shows. It''s not how moral you were in getting there."

Responda las siguente pregunta acorde con el texto.

What does Newhall say:

The students have sense of moral

The better school you get into

The students have very little sense of moral
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That''s not exactly the lesson most people want students to be learning in high school, but it''s what 17-year-old
Alice Newhall, a senior in a top high school in northern Virginia, says she believes. There''s growing evidence
she''s not alone. A national survey by Rutgers'''' Management Education Center of 4,500 high school students
found that 75 percent of them engage in serious cheating. More than half have plagiarized work they found on
the Internet. Perhaps most disturbing, many of them don''t see anything wrong with cheating: Some 50 percent of
those responding to the survey said they don''t think copying questions and answers from a test is even cheating.

Newhall, a B student at George Mason High School, says students have very little sense of moral outrage about
cheating. For many, she says, the pressure to do well academically and compete for good colleges has made
cheating a way to survive high school. "What''s important getting ahead," says Newhall. "The better grades you
have, the better school you get into, the better you''re going to do in life. And if you learn to cut corners to do
that, you''re going to be saving yourself time and energy. In the real world, that''s what''s going to be going on.
The better you do, that''s what shows. It''s not how moral you were in getting there."

Responda las siguente pregunta acorde con el texto.

Why does the cheat a way to survive high school?

Compete for good colleges

The pressure to do well academically and compete for good colleges

The students have a sense moral
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That''s not exactly the lesson most people want students to be learning in high school, but it''s what 17-year-old
Alice Newhall, a senior in a top high school in northern Virginia, says she believes. There''s growing evidence
she''s not alone. A national survey by Rutgers'''' Management Education Center of 4,500 high school students
found that 75 percent of them engage in serious cheating. More than half have plagiarized work they found on
the Internet. Perhaps most disturbing, many of them don''t see anything wrong with cheating: Some 50 percent of
those responding to the survey said they don''t think copying questions and answers from a test is even cheating.

Newhall, a B student at George Mason High School, says students have very little sense of moral outrage about
cheating. For many, she says, the pressure to do well academically and compete for good colleges has made
cheating a way to survive high school. "What''s important getting ahead," says Newhall. "The better grades you
have, the better school you get into, the better you''re going to do in life. And if you learn to cut corners to do
that, you''re going to be saving yourself time and energy. In the real world, that''s what''s going to be going on.
The better you do, that''s what shows. It''s not how moral you were in getting there."

Responda las siguente pregunta acorde con el texto.

What is the most important for the students?

To make cheating

Getting ahead

The better grades you have
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COMPLETE LA CONVERSATION

10. Paul and Carol ran into each other in the park. While they are talking, Carol asks him where he is going this
summer. Paul says:

 I am thinking to go to Germany.

I am thinking of go to Germany.

 I am thinking to going to Germany.
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COMPLETE LA CONVERSATION.

I feel terrible. I think I am going to be sick.

 

Oh! I am glad.

Really, why don’t you eat something?

 You should go to the doctor.
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COMPLETE LA CONVERSATION

Did you eat ? I will cook for you?

 Yes, can I have a cheese burger please?

 

Yes, give me please five more minutes.

No, I would like a Burger.


